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ABSTRACT
Context. Water is a key volatile that provides insight into the initial stages of planet formation. The low water abundances inferred
from water observations toward low-mass protostellar objects may point to a rapid locking of water as ice by large dust grains during
star and planet formation. However, little is known about the water vapor abundance in newly formed planet-forming disks.
Aims. We aim to determine the water abundance in embedded Keplerian disks through spatially-resolved observations of H182 O lines
to understand the evolution of water during star and planet formation.
Methods. We present H182 O line observations with ALMA and NOEMA millimeter interferometers toward five young stellar objects.
NOEMA observed the 31,3–22,0 line (Eup/kB = 203.7 K) while ALMA targeted the 41,4–32,1 line (Eup/kB = 322.0 K). Water column
densities were derived considering optically thin and thermalized emission. Our observations were sensitive to the emission from the
known Keplerian disks around three out of the five Class I objects in the sample.
Results. No H182 O emission is detected toward any of our five Class I disks. We report upper limits to the integrated line intensities.
The inferred water column densities in Class I disks are NH182 O < 10
15 cm−2 on 100 au scales, which include both the disk and envelope.
The upper limits imply a disk-averaged water abundance of .10−6 with respect to H2 for Class I objects. After taking the physical
structure of the disk into account, the upper limit to the water abundance averaged over the inner warm disk with T > 100 K is between
∼10−7 and 10−5.
Conclusions. Water vapor is not abundant in warm protostellar envelopes around Class I protostars. Upper limits to the water vapor
column densities in Class I disks are at least two orders of magnitude lower than values found in Class 0 disk-like structures.
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1. Introduction
Water is strongly connected to the emergence of life and the
formation of planetary systems (Chyba & Hand 2005; Kitadai
& Maruyama 2018). Water also plays an important physical
role during star and planet formation, from acting as a gas
coolant allowing clouds to collapse (e.g., Goldsmith & Langer
1978; Neufeld et al. 1995; Karska et al. 2018) to assisting
the coagulation of ice-covered grains in disks beyond the
snow line (Stevenson & Lunine 1988; Gundlach & Blum 2015;
Schoonenberg & Ormel 2017).
Thanks to infrared and submillimeter observations over
recent decades, the water abundances in gas and ice have been
? The reduced spectral cubes are only available at the CDS via anony-
mous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/636/A26
?? Current affiliation: EACOA Fellow, Institute of Astronomy and
Astrophysics, Academia Sinica, 11F of ASMAB, AS/NTU No. 1, Sec.
4, Roosevelt Road, Taipei 10617, Taiwan.
measured at each of the evolutionary stages from clouds to plan-
ets (see van Dishoeck 2004; Melnick 2009; Hogerheijde et al.
2011; Kristensen et al. 2017a,b). In parallel, laboratory experi-
ments and quantum chemical calculations have provided deep
insight into the basic molecular processes considered in the
astrochemical networks used to explain the observed water abun-
dances (Burke & Brown 2010; van Dishoeck et al. 2013; Arasa
et al. 2015). One of the key stages in this evolutionary path
for which information is still missing is that of disk formation
(van Dishoeck et al. 2014).
Infrared observations have shown that water ice is abundant,
∼10−4 with respect to H2, in cold dense clouds (n> 104 cm−3,
Tdust ∼ 10 K, Whittet et al. 1988; Smith et al. 1989; Gibb et al.
2004; Boogert et al. 2015), locking up much of the available oxy-
gen. During the collapse of a dense core, water ice is preserved
until the inner envelope (<1000 au) heats up: once tempera-
tures above 100 K are reached close to the protostar, water ice
starts to sublimate. Water vapor is also rapidly produced in
high abundances (≥10−5) in warm high-velocity shocked gas
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associated with outflows, where it is prominently seen in its
bright far-infrared and submillimeter lines with the ISO, SWAS,
ODIN, and Herschel missions, which probe the envelope scales
(>1000 au, e.g., Nisini et al. 2002; Snell et al. 2000; Olofsson
et al. 2003; Kristensen et al. 2012; Mottram et al. 2014, 2017, and
see Bergin & van Dishoeck 2012 for a review). Shocked water
is, however, largely lost to space and does not contribute to the
inventory of planet-forming disks (Visser et al. 2009).
Determining the water abundance in planet-forming disks
(∼100 au scales) has been remarkably difficult. Herschel-HIFI
targeted the cold gaseous water in protoplanetary disks (Class II)
with little success. Cold water vapor detections using the ground-
state H2O line have been reported for just two disks (Hogerheijde
et al. 2011; Salinas et al. 2016) and stringent upper limits for
a dozen other sources at an order of magnitude lower than
expected (Bergin et al. 2010; Du et al. 2017). A similar conun-
drum holds for the deeply embedded objects, where the warm
water vapor abundance has been traced by H182 O observations
(e.g., Jacq et al. 1988; van der Tak et al. 2006; Jørgensen &
van Dishoeck 2010; Wang et al. 2012). While there is an indi-
cation that the water abundance can be as high as 10−4 in the
warm inner envelope regions (Tdust > 100 K, Visser et al. 2013),
this is not generally the case. In particular, millimeter inter-
ferometric observations of warm water lines (Eup/kB > 200K)
toward a handful of deeply embedded low-mass protostellar
systems (Class 0) reveal much lower water abundances than
expected on 100 au scales (e.g., Persson et al. 2012). Persson
et al. (2016) show that the abundance increases by an order of
magnitude after considering that the emission originates from a
disk-like structure, part of which is cold (Tdust < 100 K), rather
than a spherically symmetric envelope. However, the inferred
water abundances averaged over 50 au diameter scale are still
1–2 orders of magnitude below the canonical value after taking
the physical structure into account. The question of how water
is transported from dense clouds to planet-forming disks thus
remains open.
In order to understand the water evolution from Class 0 to
Class II disks, the fractional water vapor abundance in Class I
disks needs to be quantified. By the later Class I stage, Keple-
rian disks are clearly present and have grown substantially up
to 100 au in radius (Harsono et al. 2014; Aso et al. 2015; Yen
et al. 2017; Artur de la Villarmois et al. 2019). The large and
well-characterized Class I Keplerian disks provide the necessary
physical structure to link between the Class 0 and Class II stages
of star and planet formation. Class I disks are warmer relative to
Class II disks such that the water snowline of Class I disks should
be further out and can be spatially resolved with the current
millimeter interferometers (Harsono et al. 2015). An additional
advantage of Class I objects is the tenuous envelope surround-
ing the disk that allows for direct observation of water emission
from the disk with much less warm inner envelope contribution
relative to the Class 0 counterparts.
Jørgensen & van Dishoeck (2010) and Persson et al. (2012)
have shown that the H182 O 31,3–22,0 line (203 GHz) originates
from the warm vapor regions of young disks. The Atacama Large
Millimeter/submilleter array (ALMA) also opens the window to
observe the H182 O 41,4–32,1 (390 GHz) from the ground at high
spatial-resolution. Both of these lines have lower Einstein A val-
ues than those observed with Herschel (Visser et al. 2013). The
lower Aij value implies that the line is weaker than those targeted
by Herschel, but they are less affected by optical depth (both line
and dust). Furthermore, by observing the H182 O lines, the water
emission should be more sensitive to the quiescent gas in the
embedded disk than the entrained outflow gas seen in the H2O
lines (Kristensen et al. 2012; Mottram et al. 2013). Therefore, the
H182 O lines are suitable to trace the water content in the disk.
This paper presents spatially-resolved water observations
toward five Class I protostars with ALMA and NOrthern
Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA). By determining the
water abundance in Class I disks, it provides the missing piece in
the water evolution from prestellar cores to planet-forming disks.
The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 presents our sources
and the details of the observations. The dust continuum emis-
sion and water line intensities around the Class I protostars are
presented in Sect. 3. Disk masses are determined through the
continuum flux densities in Sect. 4. With these masses, we also
estimate the average warm water abundance in Class I disks. In
order to compare with previous water detections toward Class 0
objects (e.g., Jørgensen & van Dishoeck 2010; Persson et al.
2012), a similar approach is adopted to obtain upper limits to
the water column densities. We discuss the emitting region of
warm water lines and their implications in Sect. 5. Finally, the
summary and conclusions can be found in Sect. 6.
2. Observational details
2.1. Class I targets
We observed five Class I objects in Taurus and Ophiu-
cus molecular clouds (Table 1). Two targets are TMC1A
(IRAS 04365+2535) and L1527 IRS (IRAS 04368+2557, here-
after L1527), which are located in the Taurus molecular
cloud (Table 1, d = 140 pc, Elias 1978; Torres et al. 2009).
Three additional Class I sources Elias 29 (2MASS J16270943-
2 437 187, Elia 2-29), GSS 30 IRS 1 (2MASS J16262138-
2 423 040, hereafter GSS30I1), and GSS 30 IRS 3 (2MASS
J16262177-2 422 513, hereafter GSS30I3) are embedded proto-
stellar objects in the L1688 core of the ρ-Ophiuchi molecular
cloud (Table 1, d = 138.4± 2.6 pc, Mamajek 2008; Ortiz-León
et al. 2018). These targets are well-studied embedded proto-
stars with multiwavelength continuum observations that indicate
their relatively evolved stage (Chen et al. 1995; Robitaille et al.
2006, see Table 1). Previous molecular gas observations with
the Submillimeter Array (SMA) indicated an infalling enve-
lope toward GSS30I1 and an embedded Keplerian disk around
Elias 29 (Lommen et al. 2008; Jørgensen et al. 2009). Simi-
larly, an infalling envelope and Keplerian disk has been observed
toward TMC1A and L1527 (Ohashi et al. 1997a; Tobin et al.
2012; Harsono et al. 2014; Aso et al. 2015; Yen et al. 2017;
van ’t Hoff et al. 2018). In terms of ice composition, Elias 29 is
particularly interesting since the water gas-to-ice ratio has been
determined to be higher than dark clouds (>0.23, Boogert et al.
2000). For targets in the Taurus star-forming region, Schmalzl
et al. (2014) find high water ice content (Nice ∼ 5× 1018 cm−2).
The regions surrounding these targets are abundant in water
ice that can be transported to the disk scales and thermally
sublimated in the inner regions of the protostellar systems.
The main difference is that Elias 29, TMC1A, and L1527
have been shown to be surrounded by a Keplerian disk. On
the other hand, the physical and chemical structures toward
GSS30I1 and GSS30I3 are still unknown. Friesen et al. (2018)
find a compact dust disk around both GSS30I1 and GSS30I3
with ALMA (see also Pontoppidan et al. 2002 and Bitner
et al. 2008). The 12CO fundamental ro-vibrational lines indi-
cate a molecular emission from a disk wind around GSS30I1
(Herczeg et al. 2011), which indirectly suggests the presence
of a Keplerian disk. Meanwhile, the bolometric luminosity of
GSS30I3 is much lower than the other targets. The kinematical
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Table 1. Target list and their properties adopted from Bontemps et al. (2001) and Kristensen et al. (2012).
Target centers Continuum (a)
Target RA Dec Lbol Tbol d υlsr beam RMS
(hh:mm:ss) (deg:min:sec) (L) (K) pc (km s−1) θmaj × θmin (PA) (mJy beam−1 )
NOEMA: 203 GHz
TMC1A 04:39:35.20 25:41:44.34 2.7 118 140 +6.4 0.′′78× 0.′′72(62◦) 1.1
L1527 04:39:53.88 26:03:09.64 1.9 44 140 +5.9 0.′′78× 0.′′70(53◦) 0.86
ALMA Band 8: 390 GHz
Elias 29 16:27:09.42 −24:37:19.19 14.1 299 138 +4.3 0.′′39× 0.′′34(−75◦) 0.27
GSS30I1 16:26:21.36 −24:23:04.85 13.9 142 138 +3.5 0.′′40× 0.′′35(−76◦) 4.3
GSS30I3 16:26:21.70 −24:22:50.91 0.13 ... 138 ... 0.′′40× 0.′′35(−76◦) 7.9
Notes. Phase centers of the sources and the details on the continuum images are listed. (a)Dust continuum imaging was carried out with natural
weighting for the NOEMA data and Briggs weighting (robust = 1) for the ALMA data. The noise within each image is calculated in the image
plane with an annulus as shown in Appendix A.
evidence of Keplerian disk toward some of the Class I objects
(Lommen et al. 2008; Jørgensen et al. 2009; Tobin et al. 2012;
Harsono et al. 2014) provides the necessary structure to connect
with the Class II disks.
2.2. NOEMA observations: p-H182 O 31,3-22,0 (203 GHz)
TMC1A and L1527 were observed with NOEMA in the B
and C configurations using 6 antennas on 12 January, 9 April,
and 19 March 2014 for a total on-source integration time of
6 h. The bandpass calibration was performed on 3C84, 3C454
and J2013+370. Quasars J0507+179 and J04148+380 were used
for phase calibration while MWC349 and/or 3C84 were used
to bootstrap the amplitude solution. The baseline coverage of
these observations is between 11 and 290 kλ, which translates
to a largest scale of ∼3000 au down to 120 au. The spectral
setup included one narrow window, 40 MHz, targeting the para-
H182 O 31,3–22,0 transition at 203.4075 GHz (Eu/k = 203.68 K,
Ai j = 4.812× 10−6 s−1) with a spectral resolution of 0.078 MHz
(0.12 km s−1). A medium resolution window at a spectral res-
olution of 0.625 MHz (0.92 km s−1) was centered at the same
location. In addition, two WideX wideband receivers covered
3.6 GHz around the targeted frequency with a spectral res-
olution of 1.95 MHz. Standard calibration and imaging was
performed with the GILDAS software1. The continuum includ-
ing the WideX windows was subtracted in the uv space before
imaging the water line. The final RMS noise levels in the con-
tinuum images are dynamically limited to 1.1 mJy beam−1 for
TMC1A and 0.9 mJy beam−1 for L1527 with natural weight-
ing (0.′′78× 0.′′72 beam). Spectral windows (narrow and medium
widths) that contain the water lines were imaged with natural
weighting to minimize the noise level per velocity channel. Spec-
tra taken with the WideX backend are shown in Appendix A. A
spectral cube containing the water line was made at 0.3 and
1 km s−1 velocity resolution. Noise levels in 0.3 km s−1 channels
are 8 and 9 mJy beam−1 for TMC1A and L1527, respectively.
The phase centers, beam sizes, and continuum sensitivities are
listed in Table 1.
2.3. ALMA observations: o-H182 O 41,4-32,1 (390 GHz)
Elias 29, GSS330I1, and GSS30I3 were observed with ALMA
on 16 June 2015 targeting the ortho-H182 O 41,4–32,1 (Eu/kB =
322.0 K, Ai j = 3.143× 10−5 s−1) line at 390.6078 GHz (project
1 https://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS/
code: 2013.1.00448.S; PI: M. Persson). The observations in
Band 8 were carried out with 35 antennas under good weather
conditions (precipitation water vapor of 0.5 mm). The total
on-source integration time was 9.56 min. The final baseline cov-
erage is between 29 and 1020 kλ (longest baseline is 783 m),
which translates to between 40 and 1000 au. Unfortunately, the
observations toward the GSS30 system used an incorrect phase
center such that the objects are located ∼12′′ away at ∼10% of
the primary beam (∼15.′′4).
A narrow spectral window was dedicated to spectrally
resolve the water line with a spectral resolution of 0.061 MHz
(0.05 km s−1). An additional window was centered on the water
line at a lower spectral resolution of 15.625 MHz (∼12 km s−1).
Two other broadband spectral windows were placed around
the water transition at a spectral resolution of 15.625 MHz to
characterize the continuum emission after removing the bright
molecular lines within these windows (see Appendix A). The
continuum was subtracted in uv space before imaging the water
line.
These nonstandard high frequency observations were man-
ually calibrated with CASA v4.3.1 (McMullin et al. 2007). The
spectral windows were combined during the calibration to obtain
higher S/N on the calibrators. Frequency-averaged gains were
solved at 1 min interval instead of per integration time (2.02 s,
standard calibration) to ensure S/N > 3. The flux amplitude was
calibrated against Titan using <130 m baselines (flux >20% of
maximum). Quasars J1427-4206 and J1625-2527 were used as
bandpass and phase calibrators, respectively. In order to char-
acterize the phase at <1 min timescales, self-calibration was
performed on the continuum for both Elias 29 and GSS 30
(I1 and I3 as point sources). Self-calibration was performed on
CASA v5.1.1.
After self-calibration, the dust continuum and the spectral
cubes were imaged using the task TCLEAN with Briggs weight-
ing (robust = 1) providing a synthesized beam of 0.′′4× 0.′′35.
Imaging extends to 20% of the primary field of view for Elias
29, and down to 0.1% for GSS30 so as to include both GSS30I1
and GSS30I3. The resulting RMS noise levels in the contin-
uum images are 0.27 mJy beam−1 for Elias 29, 4.3 mJy beam−1
for GSS30I1, and 7.9 mJy beam−1 for GSS30I3 (Table 1). Due
to the location of the GSS 30 sources with respect to primary
beam, the noise level of their final images is higher than Elias 29.
Spectral windows that contain the water lines were imaged with
Briggs weighting (robust = 1). Spectral cubes containing the
water line were made at 0.3 and 1 km s−1 velocity resolutions.
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Fig. 1. Dust continuum images centered on the phase-centers listed in Table 1. The peak intensities are 93, 83, 44, 33, and 278 mJy beam−1
for TMC1A, L1527, Elias 29, GSS30I1, and GSS30I3, respectively. TMC1A and L1527 are imaged at 203.99 GHz (1.4696 mm) while Elias 29,
GSS30I1 and GSS30I3 are observed at 397.25 GHz (754.67 µm). The color scale spans the dust continuum intensities between 1σ to peak intensities
with linear spacing. The heavy blue lines indicate the 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60σ contours.
The phase centers, beam sizes and continuum sensitivity of the
observations are listed in Table 1.
3. Dust continuum and water lines observational
results
3.1. Dust continuum
Dust continuum emission is detected toward all targets at a
S/N & 5 (Fig. 1). The peak continuum intensities are 93 and
83 mJy beam−1 for TMC1A and L1527, respectively, at 1.5 mm.
They are 44, 33, and 278 mJy beam−1 at 750 µm for Elias 29,
GSS30I1, and GSS30I3, respectively. Neither disks around
TMC1A and L1527 are spatially resolved in our NOEMA images
since they do not show the elongation as seen in higher-spatial
resolution observations (Harsono et al. 2018; van ’t Hoff et al.
2018). Similarly, the continuum around Elias 29 does not show
any extended emission as observed in previous molecular gas
lines observations (Jørgensen et al. 2009). Our observations
are unable to spatially resolve the compact continuum emission
toward GSS30I1 (∼0.′′4 beam). GSS30I1 was not detected with
the SMA at 1.3 mm with a beam of 2.′′8× 2.′′7 (Jørgensen et al.
2009) while Friesen et al. (2018) and Artur de la Villarmois et al.
(2019) detect the unresolved compact component in their .0.′′6
beam. GSS30I3 is spatially resolved showing extended con-
tinuum emission in the north–south direction. Previous obser-
vations by Jørgensen et al. (2009) detected the molecular gas
emission only around GSS30I1, but this is likely associated with
the outflow.
To assess the relevant scales that our data are sensitive to,
the visibilities amplitude and phase as functions of the projected
baselines are shown in Fig. 2. The visibilities for GSS30I1 and
GSS30I3 are shown in Appendix A. Phase centers and con-
tinuum fluxes are derived by fitting an elliptical Gaussian to
the visibilities. The fluxes and phase centers of GSS30I1 and
GSS30I3 are derived by fitting 2D Gaussian to their dust contin-
uum image with CASA task imfit in order to take into account
the primary beam correction. The results of these fits can be
found in Table 1. The continuum flux densities have typical
uncertainties of ∼20% for Elias 29, TMC1A and L1527 while
the uncertainties are higher (∼40%) for GSS30I1 and GSS30I3.
In comparison to the single-dish 1.1 mm and 850 µm flux den-
sities (Motte & André 2001; Jørgensen et al. 2009; Kristensen
et al. 2012), our observations recover 2–30% of the total single-
dish values assuming flux density scaling follows S ν ∝ να with
α= 2.5. Our flux densities are consistent with those values
reported by Artur de la Villarmois et al. (2019) for Elias 29
and GSS30I1. A decreasing amplitude with increasing uv radius
suggests that our observations are sensitive to the physical struc-
ture at small-scales (<1000 au) while most of the large-scale
emission from the envelope is filtered out.
The derived continuum emission sizes vary between 0.′′1 to
0.′′6 (Table 2). Meanwhile, the sizes of Keplerian disks around
these sources are between 0.′′3 and 0.′′7 (Lommen et al. 2008;
Harsono et al. 2014). The nature of the disk around GSS30I1 is
still unknown, however, we take an outer radius of 50 au (0.′′35)
based on previous fundamental ro-vibrational CO line observa-
tions (Pontoppidan et al. 2002; Herczeg et al. 2011). Through the
comparison between deconvolved continuum sizes and the extent
of the Keplerian disks, our continuum data is dominated by
the emission at scales that corresponds to the known Keplerian
disks.
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Fig. 2. Circularly averaged binned amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) as functions of projected baselines in kλ. Only the visibilities for Elias 29,
TMC1A and L1527 are shown as indicated in the top of each panel while the visibilities toward the GSS30 sources are shown in Appendix A. The
standard error of each uv bin, which is smaller than the symbol size, is plotted and the expected zero-signal amplitude is also indicated by the red
dashed lines. The expected zero-signal amplitude for Elias 29 is more than a factor of 10 lower than the signal.
Table 2. Dust continuum flux densities and sizes of the sample.
Target F0.75mm (a) F1.5mm (a) Size (a) F1.1mm (b) S 850 µm (c) Mdisk (d) M>100K (d)
(mJy) (mJy) ′′ × ′′ (◦) (mJy) (mJy bm−1) (10−3 ×M) (10−3 ×M)
TMC1A ... 140± 14 0.56× 0.44 (−59) 256 780 31 (10± 3) 5.5
L1527 ... 130± 13 0.62× 0.44 (11 ) 267 1800 29 (34± 7) 12
Elias 29 44± 4 ... 0.11× 0.08 (−2 ) 109 590 1.2 (2.3± 1) 1.0
GSS30 IRS1 37± 10 ... 0.44× 0.38 (89) ... 980 1.0 (1± 1) 0.7
GSS30 IRS3 580± 60 ... 0.78× 0.43 (108) 204 980 16 (14± 4) 2.0
Notes. Disk mass and 100 K mass around each object are listed. Previous continuum flux density and single-dish measurements are also shown for
comparison. (a)Elliptical Gaussian is fit to the visibilities to obtain the continuum flux density, phase center, and deconvolved sizes toward TMC1A,
L1527, and Elias 29. The flux densities and continuum sizes of GSS30I1 and GSS30I3 are derived in the image plane by fitting a 2D Gaussian
to the intensity profile. We list the 10% flux error except for GSS30I1 where the RMS noise around the target is higher than the 10% flux error.
(b)Flux density at 1.1 mm taken from Jørgensen et al. (2009) or extrapolated from 1.36 mm from Harsono et al. (2014) and Aso et al. (2017) with
a flux density frequency dependence of ν2.5. (c)Peak intensity of the 850 µm SCUBA map within a 15′′ beam from Di Francesco et al. (2008).
Since GSS30I1 and GSS30I3 are within 3 pixels in the SCUBA map, the same peak value is listed. The peak SCUBA 850 µm intensity toward the
phase center of GSS30I1 is 440 mJy beam−1. (d)Disk mass (gas and dust) derived from ALMA/NOEMA dust continuum fluxes is an average of the
masses obtained from varying the dust opacities calculated at 30 K (see text). The derived disk masses from the power-law disk fit to the visibilities
by subtracting the envelope’s component (Power-law disk structure) are shown in the parenthesis with their associated 1σ errors. The inner warm
disk mass, >100 K, is based on the power-law disk fit to the continuum visibilities with a temperature power-law index q= 0.4 (Persson et al. 2016,
see Appendix B).
3.2. Water lines
No water lines are detected toward any of our targets (see Fig. 3
for the 0.3 km s−1 spectra). For each target, a spectrum is
extracted at the position of the peak continuum intensity and
averaged over the dust disk (S dust > 10σ). By averaging over a
larger area, we confirm that the outflow component observed in
the ground-state water emission (o-H2O, Kristensen et al. 2012,
Mottram et al. 2014) within the large Herschel beams (39′′) is
not present in these spatially resolved data. Additional stacking
analysis on the image plane (e.g., Long et al. 2017) and matched
filtering (Loomis et al. 2018) did not extract any water emission
from both 0.3 and 1 km s−1 spectral cubes. Therefore, we proceed
to calculate upper limits to the integrated water line intensities.
There are two useful upper limits that can be quantified from
these observations. The first one is the disk-averaged water vapor
abundance that can be compared to Class 0 disk-like structures
and Class II disks. This value is straightforward to obtain as
long as the upper limit to the integrated water flux density is
derived from a region within the Keplerian disk. The second
quantity is the warm water vapor abundance in the regions inside
the water iceline (Tdust > 100 K), which we define as the inner
warm disk. The abundance in this region is not trivial to obtain
directly from observations of embedded protostars (Persson et al.
2016). From the large-scale spherical envelope physical models
of Kristensen et al. (2012), the 100 K region should be inside
of 25 au radius. Therefore, we adopt 25 au as the radius over
which to derive an upper limit of water in the inner warm disk
component. By adopting a 25 au radius, the water vapor col-
umn density in Class I protostellar systems can be compared to
Class 0 observations (∼25 au radius emitting region; Jørgensen
& van Dishoeck 2010; Persson et al. 2012).
Two spatial masks (x,y pixels) are used to calculate the upper
limits to the integrated line flux density (Jy km s−1): one over
the dust continuum size (>5σ, disk average) and a circular mask
of 25 au radius (∼0.′′2, inner warm disk). We note that the
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Fig. 3. Water spectra toward the Class I young stellar objects. Spectra extracted toward the continuum peak are shown by the gray lines, and the
average spectra extracted from a region defined by >10σ in the dust continuum image is indicated in blue. Vertical black dashed line shows the
systemic velocity of the source. Horizontal red line shows the 1σ noise level while the black solid line indicates the baseline.
Table 3. Synthesized beams and RMS noise level per 0.3 km s−1 channel for the water line images.
Disk average quantities Inner warm disk
Target Beam Noise/channel
∫
S υdυ NH182 O NH2O/NH2
∫
S υdυ NH182 O NH2O/NH2
(mJy beam−1) (mJy) (cm−2) (mJy) (cm−2)
(km s−1) (km s−1)
TMC1A 0.79′′ × 0.72′′(59◦) 9.0 <11 <4× 1014 <1× 10−7 <3 <1× 1014 <7× 10−7
L1527 0.79′′ × 0.71′′(53◦) 8.0 <10 <3× 1014 <2× 10−7 <3 <1× 1014 <8× 10−7
Elias 29 0.39′′ × 0.31′′(−76◦) 30 <25 <3× 1014 <8× 10−7 <17 <2× 1014 <1× 10−5
GSS30 IRS1 0.41′′ × 0.32′′(−75◦) 300 <200 <2× 1015 <1× 10−6 <200 <2× 1015 <1× 10−4
GSS30 IRS3 0.41′′ × 0.33′′(−75◦) 670 <890 <9× 1015 <2× 10−6 <52 <5× 1015 <3× 10−5
Notes. The upper limit to the integrated water line intensities are listed for a Gaussian line with a FWHM of 1 km s−1 (see text). Upper limits are
extracted for the region of the disk and the inner warm disk region (Tdust > 100 K) as indicated below.
deconvolved Band 8 dust continuum size of Elias 29 is less than
25 au, however the continuum sizes at longer wavelengths are
larger. The emitting size at 0.87 mm is 0.17′′ × 0.16′′ (∼24 au
diameter, Artur de la Villarmois et al. 2019) while it is ∼2′′ at
1.1 mm (∼140 au diameter, Lommen et al. 2008; Jørgensen et al.
2009). Therefore, the cold dusty disk is more extended than our
Band 8 observations. A spectrum is extracted over the pixels
within each of the spatial mask following Carney et al. (2019),
συ (Jy) =
√∑
(x, y)
nppb
σrms
(
Jy beam−1
)
, (1)
where nppb is the number of pixels per beam to correct for the
correlated noise within the beam and σrms is the RMS noise per
channel in mJy beam−1 (Table 3). Since the underlying veloc-
ity pattern of the water lines is not known toward these systems
due to presence of disk winds (e.g., Herczeg et al. 2011; Bjerkeli
et al. 2016), we assume that the underlying line profile is Gaus-
sian. The number of channels Nchan that are being considered in
the calculation corresponds to a Gaussian linewidth (FWHM) of
1 km s−1 based on the width of the H182 O line observed toward the
Class 0 objects (∼3 channels, Persson et al. 2014). An upper limit
is set at 3σ where σ=συ
√
Nchanδυ in Jy km s−1 with δυ as the
velocity width. These upper limits to the integrated water flux
densities for both disk average and the inner warm disk values
can be found in Table 3.
4. Upper limits to the water vapor abundance
Upper limits to the average warm water abundance are esti-
mated by normalizing the warm water column density by the H2
column density. The water column density upper limit NH182 O is
derived using the upper limits obtained in the previous section.
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First, we present the disk masses calculated from the dust con-
tinuum flux densities and through the analysis of the continuum
visibilities after the removal of the large-scale envelope compo-
nent. Then, we calculate the H2 column density from the disk
mass in order to derive the water abundance.
4.1. Total disk mass: gas + dust
Disk masses (gas + dust) are calculated from the dust continuum
fluxes prior to the removal of the large-scale envelope contribu-
tion (Table 1) by adopting an average dust temperature and a dust
mass absorption coefficient. We explore a range of dust opaci-
ties (κν between 0.7–2.4 cm2 g−1 at 204 GHz and 2.2–5.0 cm2 g−1
at 397 GHz, Beckwith et al. 1990; Ossenkopf & Henning 1994;
Andrews et al. 2009; Bruderer et al. 2012) to reflect the large
grain sizes implied by cm-wavelengths observations of L1527
(Melis et al. 2011) and Elias 29 (Miotello et al. 2014). An aver-
age κν is used to derive the total disk mass using the formula
(Hildebrand 1983; Beckwith et al. 1990)
Mdust =
S νd2
κνBν (Tdust)
, (2)
with a dust temperature Tdust of 30 K and gas-to-dust ratio of
100 to obtain the total disk mass (gas and dust) that is tabulated
in Table 2.
While our disk masses derived at 1.1 mm (TMC1A and
L1527) are similar to previous results (e.g., Jørgensen et al.
2009), we obtain lower masses for observations at 750 µm
(Elias 29, GSS30I1, and GSS30I3) by more than a factor of 2.
For Elias 29, Jørgensen et al. (2009) find a disk mass of 0.011 M
while we obtain a disk mass of ∼0.001 M (a factor of 10 differ-
ence). In comparison with Friesen et al. (2018), the disk mass
of GSS30I3 is within a factor of two while it is within a factor
of four for GSS30I1. Artur de la Villarmois et al. (2019) adopt a
temperature of 15 K (Dunham et al. 2014) to calculate the mass
of the disk around Elias 29 and GSS30I1 to get 6 times higher
values. It is likely that the disk mass derived from the flux den-
sity at 750 µm is a lower limit due to optically thick compact dust
emission.
Power-law disk structure. A disk mass derived from a sin-
gle temperature (Eq. (1)) is not sufficient to characterize the
water emitting mass (Tdust > 100 K). In order to estimate the
small-scale structure (<100 au, Lay et al. 1997), the dust con-
tinuum visibilities are fit using the methodologies presented in
Persson et al. (2016, see also Appendix C) to provide indepen-
dent measures on the disk mass and the water emitting mass.
A power-law spherical envelope model (Kristensen et al. 2012,
Appendix B) has been used to predict the large-scale (>5′′,
<50 kλ) contribution to the continuum emission. A power-law
disk structure as described by a surface density profile (Σ ∝ R−1)
and a dust temperature profile (Tdust ∝ R−q) is fitted to the vis-
ibilities after subtracting the large-scale envelope component.
Using this procedure, we obtain similar (within a factor of 2)
disk masses as listed in Table 2.
With these methodologies, the 100 K mass is estimated for
each object and tabulated in Table 2 for a power-law index
q = 0.4, which is expected for an irradiated embedded disk (e.g.,
van ’t Hoff et al. 2018). By changing the temperature power-law
index q, the 100 K mass varies within a factor of 3. A flatter
q (0.35) leads to a significant fraction of the disk to be above
100 K, while the 100 K boundary shifts inward to smaller radii
for a steeper q (0.5). The total mass of the disk is lower if the
entire disk is warm (e.g., q = 0.3) since less material is needed
to reproduce the observed intensity profile.
Using the derived masses, we can calculate both the H2 col-
umn densities NH2 for the entire disk and in the inner warm disk
using
NH2 =
Mdisk
dAµH2mp
, (3)
where µH2 = 2.8 (Kauffmann et al. 2008) and averaged over an
area dA. An appropriate mass for a region encompassing the dust
disk (within >10σ contours) and the inner warm disk (25 au) by
changing the area dA and correcting for the mass fraction. For
these calculations, we adopt a disk whose temperature profile is
proportional to R−0.4. By applying these methods, we also get
a better handle on disk masses after considering the large-scale
envelope’s contribution.
4.2. Upper limits to disk averaged water vapor abundance
In order to compare our observations to the spatially resolved
water observations toward Class 0 protostellar systems, we adopt
the same method to derive the water column density. An estimate
is obtained by considering thermalized and optically thin water
emission through (Goldsmith & Langer 1999)
NH182 O
(
cm−2
)
=
8pikBν2
Ai jhc3
Qrot (Tex)
gu
exp
(
Eu
Tex
)
G
∫
S υdυ, (4)
where the partition function Qrot is obtained from the Cologne
Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (Müller et al. 2005; Endres
et al. 2016) that accounts for the temperature dependent ortho-
to-para ratio, an excitation temperature Tex of 200 K (Coutens
et al. 2014), the gain factor G= λ22kBΩ (K Jy−1) at the observed
wavelength λ, Boltzmann constant kB, beam solid angle Ω, and
the integrated line flux density
∫
S υdυ. Inserting the upper lim-
its into the equation above, we derive upper limits on the H182 O
column densities of ∼3× 1014 cm−2 for both TMC1A and L1527
averaged over the entire dust disk (see Table 3). Similarly, the 3σ
upper limit to the H182 O column densities for Elias 29, GSS30I1,
and GSS30I3 are 2.9× 1014, 2.1× 1015, and 9.4× 1015 cm−2,
respectively. Table 3 lists these upper limits to the H2O column
densities adopting a 16O/18O = 540 (Wilson & Rood 1994).
Upper limits to the disk-averaged water vapor abundance are
calculated by dividing the H2O column density by the total NH2
using the entire disk mass. These values are between 1× 10−7
and 10−6 (see Table 3). These water abundances are much lower
than the canonical value of 10−4 with respect to H2 averaged over
the entire disk.
4.3. Upper limits to the averaged water vapor abundance in
the inner warm disk
Most of the water vapor is inside of the water iceline at ∼100 K
(inner warm disk). While other regions in an embedded system
may have some water vapor, our H182 O observations are particu-
larly sensitive to the inner warm disk component (see Sects. 4.4
and 5.2). This section mainly focuses on the warm disk com-
ponent. As a zeroth-order approximation, the water iceline is
proportional to the bolometric luminosity. For most of these sys-
tems, their dust temperature structure reaches 100 K at ∼25 au
from the protostar while it is .3 au for GSS30I3 due to its lower
bolometric luminosity (e.g., Harsono et al. 2015). Since these
scales are located well within the Keplerian disk, the 100 K mass
can be scaled from the total disk mass by considering a power-
law disk whose surface mass density follows Σ ∝ R−1 and an
outer radius of 100 au for simplicity. The mass within 25 au
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Table 4. Properties of low-mass protostellar systems and their warm
water column densities.
Target Lbol Menv Mdisk Size NH2O
(a)
(L) (M) (M) (′′) (cm−2)
Class 0
IRAS 2A 35.7 5.1 0.06 1 6.3× 1019
IRAS 4A NW 9.1 5.6 0.05 1 1.7× 1019
IRAS 4B 4.4 3.0 0.14 0.8 8.4× 1018
IRAS 4A SE 9.1 5.6 0.09 1 <5.8× 1017
Class I
TMC1A 2.7 0.2 0.031 0.5 <7.3× 1017
L1527 1.9 0.9 0.029 0.5 <6.9× 1017
Elias 29 14.1 0.04 0.001 0.1 <2.1× 1017
GSS30I1 13.9 0.1 0.001 <0.4 <1.5× 1018
GSS30I3 0.13 0.1 0.016 0.78 <6.8× 1018
Notes. Values are taken from Kristensen et al. (2012) and Persson et al.
(2014). (a)Water column densities within 25 au radius.
is ∼25% of the total disk mass while it is 3% for 3 au. The
derived upper limits to the water vapor abundance are between
7× 10−7 and 1× 10−5 averaged over the inner warm disk (25 au,
see Table 3). The upper limits for the GSS30 sources are higher,
however, the data toward this region are less sensitive than the
other regions. By scaling the disk mass according to this simple
method, the average water abundance increases by a factors of 4
up to an order of magnitude excluding the GSS30 objects.
A more sophisticated method is to use the 100 K mass
obtained from the parametric disk model (power-law disk struc-
ture). The difference on the average warm water vapor abun-
dance compared with the simple method is only significant for
GSS30I1.
4.4. Optical depth effects and other possible caveats
While water emission is not detected toward our targets, spatially
resolved warm H182 O emission has been detected toward Class 0
protostars. The main difference between Class 0 and Class I pro-
tostellar objects is the envelope mass (see Table 4). Thus far,
the water emission is detected toward Class 0 objects that are
surrounded by a >1 M envelope. Since the emitting mass is
the dominant component, the optical depth of both the dust and
line may influence the strength of water emission. The water line
opacity is higher for Class 0 protostars than their Class I coun-
terparts simply due to the higher water column density (Table 4).
In order to examine the dust continuum optical depth effect, we
take the disk mass divided by the dust continuum size using the
values in Table 4. On average, this approximation suggests that
the dust optical depth at both 203 and 390 GHz is a factor of 2
higher for the Class I disks relative to Class 0 disks mostly due
to their observed smaller size. Thus, the millimeter water line
emission for Class I protostars could be attenuated by dust.
In order to place our observations in the context of star
and disk formation, the general water vapor reservoirs need
to be defined. Those within Class II disks have been studied
in detail (e.g., Woitke et al. 2009; van Dishoeck et al. 2014;
Notsu et al. 2016). Water vapor is located in three regions. In
region 1, the water vapor is in the midplane (z/R< 1) and in
the inner regions of disks up to the dust sublimation radius
(160<Tdust < 1500 K) where the density is high. The water
vapor in region 2 originates from the nonthermal desorption of
water since the dust temperature is low in the outer disk (R > 20
au, Tdust < 100 K). Meanwhile, the water vapor in region 3 is
located in the warm upper layer of disks (R< 20 au, z/R > 0.1)
where Tgas > Tdust. In terms of water abundance, region 1 has
the highest water vapor abundance at 10−4 with respect to H2
while it is .10−5 in region 3. Since most of the water is frozen
out at R > 20 au (region 2), the predicted fractional water vapor
abundance as a result of photodesorption is low there.
Despite the distinct water vapor reservoirs, it is not straight-
forward to relate the observed water lines to the specified
regions. While region 1 has the most water vapor, it is diffi-
cult to observe directly because it is located inside the optically
thick region in the continuum. The water vapor in region 3
has been observed through hot H162 O lines in the infrared (e.g.,
Zhang et al. 2013; Fedele et al. 2013; Antonellini et al. 2015).
The cold water reservoir that resides in region 2 can only be
observed through the ground state water lines (H162 O) at 556
and 1113 GHz, which indeed indicate very low water vapor
abundances (e.g., Hogerheijde et al. 2011; Du et al. 2017).
It is instructive to connect the water reservoirs in embed-
ded systems to the Class II disks. An embedded protostellar
system is comprised of a molecular outflow, protostellar enve-
lope, and a disk. For Class 0 objects, the disk is typically
called a disk-like structure since the kinematical structure as
inferred from C18O observations is non-Keplerian. Water emis-
sion has been observed from the outflow component in young
protostars (e.g, Kristensen et al. 2012; Tafalla et al. 2013). It is
characterized by broad emission lines (FWHM > 10 km s−1).
The narrow H182 O lines (<5 km s
−1) that are detected toward
young embedded systems with both Herschel (Visser et al. 2013)
and NOEMA (Persson et al. 2012) indicate the presence of
quiescent gas corresponding to the protostellar envelope and
embedded disk. Using radiative transfer models of embedded
disks, Harsono et al. (2015) suggest that most of the observed
H182 O emission toward Class 0 objects is due to the surrounding
warm inner envelope including the disk-like structure. A self-
consistent physical and chemical disk+envelope model is needed
to disentangle the two contributions and determine the exact
water abundance structure in the inner disk regions of embedded
objects.
This paper presents the nondetection of H182 O lines in Class I
disks. Since the envelope mass of our targets is low (<1 M), the
contribution from the surrounding envelope should also be much
lower than for Class 0 protostellar systems. Figure 4 shows the
predicted H182 O line from an embedded system (a 0.02 M disk
surrounded by a 1M envelope irradiated by a central 1 L star).
Our upper limits are consistent with the expected water emission
from the embedded disk only (no envelope) with water emission
from a water vapor rich envelope ruled out. The figure also shows
that the upper limits are consistent with a small percentage of the
disk that can contribute to the water emission. Since the water
column densities in region 3 are low, it is unlikely that p-H182 O
emission can be detected from the region, given also the 16O/18O
isotope ratio of 540 and ortho-to-para ratio of 3. Moreover, the
surface layers in region 3 have lower gas densities, making it
less effective in emitting photons. Although the critical density
of the line is moderate, the observed line flux limits the emitting
region to ∼0.′′1. In addition, line opacity and pumping dust con-
tinuum increase the molecular excitation, further reducing the
size of the emitting region to satisfy the given line flux. Follow-
ing the standard picture of water reservoirs as outlined above, the
H182 O observations are therefore sensitive only to the warm water
vapor reservoir inside of region 1 (inner warm disk, T > 100 K)
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Fig. 4. Peak flux density of the H182 O 31,3–22,0 (203 GHz) as function
of the stellar accretion rate. These models are based on the embedded
disk models of Harsono et al. (2015) with a central luminosity of 1 L.
The blue squares indicate the predicted water emission by taking into
account water vapor inside the disk and envelope. The green circles
show the expected water flux densities emitted only by the embedded
disk. These models adopt a water vapor abundance of 10−4 in the regions
where Tdust > 100K and visual extinction Av > 3 to avoid regions whose
emission can be affected by outflowing gas. The predicted line flux den-
sities are calculated via thermalized molecular emission (Eqs. (9) and
(10) of Harsono et al. 2015) considering the water column density inside
of 25 au radius. From these embedded disk models, the water emitting
mass fraction is shown as function of the accretion rate in orange. The
upper limit (1σ) for our observations is indicated by the horizontal pur-
ple dashed line. The full radiative transfer of water from a generic disk
model (see text in Sect. 5.4, Bosman et al., in prep.) is indicated by the
purple line to indicate the integrated water flux density for a typical disk
in the absence of and accretion heating.
that has an expected abundance of 10−4 inside the optically thick
region.
Our adopted analysis is heavily dependent on the simplified
radiative transfer of water. Recently, Notsu et al. (2016) present
calculations of the strength of water lines from protoplanetary
disks that include water chemistry and thermalized water emis-
sion. We have used a generic protoplanetary disk model (Bosman
et al., in prep.) that has a similar complexity as Notsu et al.
(2016) including nonlocal thermal equilibrium calculation and
dust continuum radiative transfer. The generic disk model is akin
to the model of the AS 205N disk (0.03 M disk, L = 7 L,
Bruderer et al. 2015), which is roughly the mass of the embed-
ded disks in our sample. The predicted strength of the H182 O
31,3–22,0 (203.4 GHz) is 12.2 mJy as indicated by the purple line
in Fig. 4. It provides limits on the strength of the water line in
the absence of surrounding envelope and accretion heating with
a higher central luminosity (1 L vs. 7 L).
5. Origin of the low warm water vapor abundance
and its implication
One of the missing pieces of the water trail from pre-stellar cores
to planet-forming disks is the water abundance in Class I disks. It
is known that water ice is abundant in pre-stellar cores (Boogert
et al. 2015). Meanwhile, some low-mass Class 0 sources already
show surprisingly low warm water vapor abundances (Persson
et al. 2012). In order to trace the water evolution during star and
planet formation, Class I sources are prime targets since they
have warm Keplerian disks surrounded by a tenuous envelope.
Since the data toward GSS30 are much less sensitive than the
other data sets, we have excluded these from further discussions.
The remaining data provide the most stringent upper limit of the
water abundance toward newly formed planet-forming disks at
least in regions that are warm enough to have water vapor. With
these data, the water abundance averaged over Class I Keplerian
disks is much lower than expected if the water abundance were
10−4 over the inner 25 au radius, by at least a factor of 10.
5.1. Water vapor emitting regions
To constrain the amount of water and its location, it is instructive
to create a simple picture of the water emitting regions. From
previous results, most of the quiescent water vapor in Class 0
protostars is located in the inner warm envelope (e.g., Jørgensen
& van Dishoeck 2010; Mottram et al. 2013; Harsono et al. 2015).
Meanwhile, if we consider the older Class II disks, physical and
chemical models have been used to indicate the water reser-
voirs (e.g., Glassgold et al. 2009; Bethell & Bergin 2009; Woitke
et al. 2010; Bergin & van Dishoeck 2012; Walsh et al. 2015; Du
et al. 2017, Sect. 4.4). Most of the water in Class II disks resides
near the midplane in the inner few au where it is invisible (e.g.,
Carr & Najita 2008; Meijerink et al. 2009) while the water vapor
is frozen-out and located in the photodesorbed layer at the outer
disk. Our results suggest that the water vapor in Class I sources
probed by H182 O mm-data originates from regions that are more
common to the Class II disks than Class 0 protostars. Based on
these studies, it is now possible to highlight the water vapor emit-
ting regions for the different stages of low-mass star formation as
shown in Fig. 5.
The high water abundance region in Class I disks most likely
resides in the Keplerian disk rather than envelope. However, it is
not entirely clear if the water line emission can trace Keplerian
motion. Disks embedded in an infalling envelope, in general,
are still more active than Class II disks (e.g., Vorobyov & Basu
2005; Harsono et al. 2011; Kratter & Lodato 2016). Recent
ALMA observations show evidence of such activities: infall-
driven instabilities (e.g., Pérez et al. 2016; Hall et al. 2018; Lee
et al. 2020) and disk winds (e.g., Herczeg et al. 2011; Bjerkeli
et al. 2016; Tabone et al. 2017). Without a detection of spectrally
resolved water lines, it is difficult to conclude that the molec-
ular emission would be strictly Keplerian. For this reason, we
have simply assumed in our analysis in Sects. 3 and 4 that the
water line is Gaussian similar to the observed line profile toward
Class 0 objects.
5.2. Water abundance across evolutionary stage
Our observations are sensitive to the compact disks at 100 au
scales. We also showed that these data are sensitive to physi-
cal scales well within the known Keplerian disks (R< 100 au).
Therefore, we find that the average water abundance in young
protoplanetary disks is much lower than the canonical value of
10−4 with respect to H2. Such a high value is expected if a sig-
nificant fraction of the young disk inside of 25 au radius is warm
enough such that water ice sublimates.
Water emission has been detected toward the luminous Class
0 protostellar objects with bolometric luminosities between 4 to
25 L. The Class I objects in our sample are only slightly less
luminous with bolometric luminosities between 1.9 and 14 L.
Thus, luminosity alone cannot explain the nondetections of water
lines toward the targeted Class I objects. For example, Elias 29 is
more luminous than IRAS 4A and IRAS 4B while water emis-
sion is detected toward both IRAS 4 sources in the NGC 1333
region but not toward Elias 29. Therefore, our nondetections
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Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of the water vapor emitting regions for Class 0, Class I, and Class II protostellar systems. A significant fraction of the
water vapor resides in the warm inner envelope of Class 0 objects. Meanwhile, various physical and chemical models of Class II disks indicate
three major water reservoirs from hot (Tdust > 160 K, region 1) to warm (Tgas > Tdust, region 3) to cold (Tdust < 20 K, region 2). The most abundant
water vapor is located in Region 1. From this work, the water vapor reservoir in Class I objects that can be probed with the H182 O mm data is most
likely similar to that of Class II disks that resides in the inner 10 au.
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Fig. 6. Warm water abundances in
various low-mass protostars. Class 0
protostars are shown at the top with
the values adopted from Persson et al.
(2016). The values for Class I objects
are derived in this work. Finally,
the cold water vapor abundance of
TW Hya is indicated as a reference
(Hogerheijde et al. 2011; Salinas et al.
2016). The red hashed regions denotes
the disk average water abundance. The
solid shaded regions (grey for Class 0
and brown for Class I) indicate the
water abundance for the inner warm
disk after correcting for the 100 K
mass. The canonical value of water
abundance at 10−4 is shown with the
vertical line if most oxygen is locked
up in water.
provide crucial implications on the physical and chemical struc-
ture of the inner warm regions of Class I protostars.
Figure 6 shows the water abundance averaged over the
disk across the different stages of low-mass star formation. We
include the cold water abundance of the TW Hya disk (Salinas
et al. 2016) for comparison. We note that the cold water abun-
dance traces the water reservoir that is released to the gas
phase through a nonthermal mechanism (UV photodesorption,
Dominik et al. 2005; Hogerheijde et al. 2011; Salinas et al.
2016; Du et al. 2017), rather than thermal desorption. From the
abundances, the maximum upper limits to the warm water abun-
dances in Class I disks either averaged over the entire disk or
dust temperatures >100 K regions are closer to the abundances in
Class 0 objects. On the other hand, the upper limits to the water
vapor column densities in Class I disks are significantly lower
than the water column densities in Class 0 disk-like structures
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(Table 4). Thus, in terms of the total amount of water vapor,
Class I disks are clearly drier than Class 0 disk-like structures.
More importantly, the envelope around Class I disks are too ten-
uous to emit observable H182 O emission as shown in Fig. 4 as a
result of low envelope mass and low water abundance on aver-
age over the inner 50 au diameter similar to that of the Class 0
studies.
5.3. Water evolution during star and planet formation
While the number of water detections toward protostellar disks
is still low, we have a small sample that can be used to propose
a water delivery mechanism during star and planet formation.
Our underlying assumption is that the water vapor reservoir in
Class I disks follows the standard picture of water reservoirs as
outlined by the Class II disk studies (see Sect. 4.4). In addi-
tion, in the picture of disk formation (Hueso & Guillot 2005;
Visser et al. 2009), the water-rich icy dust grains are transported
from the large-scale envelope to the outer disk unaltered with a
water abundance of ∼10−4 with respect to H2. Once these dust
grains cross the water iceline, the ices sublimate such that the
water vapor abundance inside the water iceline is 10−4. Thus,
the nondetections provide clues on how water is transported to
planet-forming disks. Our upper limits suggest that the water
abundance inferred through the millimeter water lines decreases
as the disk forms and evolves (.105 yr, Visser et al. 2009).
First, we present a few possible scenarios that can explain the
nondetections of water emission in Class I disks.
Water vapor is expected to be abundant inside of the water
iceline (Tdust > 100 K). We have shown in Sect. 4.3 and Table 3
that the overall water vapor abundance in the inner warm disk is
still lower than this canonical value despite the fact that it is a
factor of 10 higher than the disk-averaged value. To describe this
region, we scaled the disk mass to obtain the 100 K mass adopt-
ing a power-law surface density profile Σ ∝ R−1. An alternative
is to assume a steeper power-law slope ( Σ ∝ R−1.75) in order to
avoid too many gravitationally unstable disks (Hartmann & Bae
2018). A disk whose mass is distributed following a steeper slope
has most of its mass in the inner few au. The consequence of a
steeper power-law slope would be that the expected water col-
umn density inside 25 au radius would be higher than observed
while the inferred average abundance would remain to be the
same value. Thus, a steeper power-law profile is not the solution.
To simplify the analysis in order to compare with the Class 0
results, we have used the spherical envelope and disk models to
estimate the extent of the 100 K region. The bolometric lumi-
nosities of the targeted Class I objects imply accretion rates
between 10−9 and 10−6 M yr−1 (see Ohashi et al. 1997b; Tobin
et al. 2012; van ’t Hoff et al. 2018). Based on the accretion rates,
the midplane water iceline could extend to as far as 10 au. We
now consider that the water snow surface is extended vertically
from the midplane such that water vapor is abundant inside of
10 au. For a 0.01 M disk and a canonical water abundance,
a water column density of at least ∼1019 cm−2 is available in
the inner 10 au compared to ∼1018 cm−2 normalized over 25 au
radius corresponding to an H182 O column density of ∼1015 cm−2.
With our observations, the H182 O emission should have been
detected at both 203 and 390 GHz if the water line were optically
thin. However, the optical depth of the H182 O 390 GHz line is >1
while it is ∼0.3 for the 203 GHz line for such a water column
density, which results in peak temperatures of the line of ∼5 K in
a 0.′′4 beam (for Tex = 200 K), which should have been detectable
toward Elias 29 (Trms ∼1.6 K). Thus, if most of the water vapor
is in the inner 10 au, our observations should have detected their
emission toward TMC1A, L1527, and Elias 29. The nondetec-
tions can be caused by optically thick dust continuum affecting
the strength of the water emission.
The dust continuum optical depth is interesting since it is
directly linked to the dust mass absorption coefficient κν, the
uncertainty in the disk mass and its distribution. For a few Class I
sources, it is known that larger grains are present in the inner
1000 au (e.g., Melis et al. 2011; Miotello et al. 2014; Harsono
et al. 2018). Large cm-size dust grains seem to be common in
young protostellar systems (e.g., Jørgensen et al. 2009; Kwon
et al. 2009; Testi et al. 2014; Tychoniec et al. 2018). Settled
ice-covered large grains can explain the low cold water vapor
abundance in the outer regions of Class II disks (Salinas et al.
2016; Krijt et al. 2016; Du et al. 2017). Furthermore, the pres-
ence of large dust grains results in higher κmm which means that
the derived disk masses are lower limit. It is plausible that the
presence of these large dust grains also affects the strength of
the warm water emission from Class I disks.
To assess the influence of dust grains on water emission, we
estimate the H182 O 203 GHz emission from a power-law disk
model with small dust grains (κν = 0.7 cm2 g−1 at 203 GHz)
and large dust grains (κν = 2 cm2 g−1). We only consider the
203 GHz line in this analysis since it is less affected by opti-
cal depth effects (gas and dust). In other words, the suppression
of the molecular gas emission is stronger for the 390 GHz transi-
tion within the adopted formalism. For this exercise, a power-law
disk that is described by surface density distribution of Σ ∝ R−1
and a temperature power-law of T ∝ R−0.4 is adopted. An inner
radius of the dust disk is set at the dust sublimation tempera-
ture of 1500 K calculated using a photospheric temperature of
4000 K (L? = 1 L) and an outer radius of 100 au. The total disk
mass is set at 0.03 M with a gas-to-dust ratio of 100. The water
is assumed to be abundant (10−4 w.r.t. H2) where Tdust > 100 K.
Optically thick source functions are used to estimate the strength
of the line and their emitting regions. In the left panel of Fig. 7,
the predicted dust continuum and water intensities normalized
(not convolved) over the beam along with their respective opti-
cal depths are plotted. The water line is easily optically thick
inside of 10 au at the line center while the dust continuum is opti-
cally thick at 3 au. The water-emitting regions can be assessed
by plotting the difference between the water and the dust intensi-
ties which is shown on the right panel of Fig. 7. It demonstrates
how the water emitting region decreases if larger dust grains are
present in the disk. As a result, a lower flux density per beam is
emitted by the water vapor inside of 10 au. Since the water line is
optically thick, it is beam diluted such that the peak emission in a
channel is at most between 1 and 2 σ levels with the current sen-
sitivity. Therefore, dust grain evolution in young disks provides
the most plausible explanation for the weak water lines toward
Class I disks. With these assumptions, the H182 O 31,3–22,0 should
be detected with ALMA at a spatial resolution of 10 au (.0.′′1
at a distance of <140 pc) and 2–3 times deeper observations
(σ ∼ 1−5 mJy beam−1 at a 0.3 km s−1 channel).
For the models of Harsono et al. (2015), the water flux is
estimated by calculating the water column density inside the
water snowline (NH182 O =
MH2O
piR2 ) and normalized over R= 25 au.
We adopt the same optically thin limit method presented in
Sect. 4.2. These methods are valid for unresolved molecular line
emission. Our predicted flux density using this simple method is
similar to the value obtained from the Bosman et al. (in prep.)
model that includes a more detailed radiative transfer calcula-
tion. Our method overestimates the water flux in Class I disks in
the high accretion case which is more representative of Class 0
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Fig. 7. Left: intensity profile normalized to 0.′′75 beam of the H182 O 31,3–22,0 203 GHz (light blue line) and dust continuum using
κ203GHz = 0.7 cm−2 g−1 (blue dashed line) for a power-law disk model with a water abundance of 10−4 with respect to H2 when Tdust > 100 K
(see text). The optical depth of the water line and the dust are shown in solid and dashed red lines, respectively. Horizontal and vertical grey lines
indicate the optical depth of one and its location, respectively. These intensity profiles have not been convolved with the synthesized beams. Right:
normalized intensity profile including the dust attenuation and dust continuum subtraction. Two dust opacities are used to illustrate the influence
of the dust mass absorption coefficient on the emergence of the water line. Vertical lines indicate the radii where the dust optical depth is larger
than unity for κν = 0.7 cm2 g−1 (green) and κν = 2 cm2 g−1 (blue) at 203 GHz. Shaded regions show the simplified effective emitting region due to
dynamical limit (S/N ∼ 30 per velocity channel).
sources. These comparisons indicate that our observations are
consistent with a (hidden) high water abundance (10−4) in the
most inner warm disk (<10 au) while the envelopes around the
Class I disks are dry on average.
Under the assumption that the inner warm disk should be
abundant in water vapor, the results provide some hints on the
water delivery during the early stages of star and planet forma-
tion. If the presence of large dust grains indeed suppresses the
water emission in Class I disks, it implies that water is delivered
to the young disk in the form of water ice locked by the settling
of large dust grains since no water emission from any other disk
or envelope reservoir is seen. Large dust grains have tendencies
to form larger bodies that can lead to the formation of water-rich
planetesimals (e.g., Raymond & Izidoro 2017; Schoonenberg &
Ormel 2017). Such a large amount of water rich planetesimals
implies an early delivery ofwater to Earth-like rocky bodies. The
inner 10 au of these Class I disks should be abundant in water
vapor as the small water-rich grains still drift inward and release
the water vapor once the dust temperatures are above 100 K in
these young disks. Alternatively, pressure bumps (Pinilla et al.
2012) could be present in these Class I disks preventing effi-
cient drift of small dust grains to the inner warm disk. Deeper
water observations at a higher-spatial resolution toward Class I
disks are necessary to confirm the proposed early locking of
volatiles during the star and planet formation. Based on these
data, we propose that the majority of the ice-covered dust grains
in prestellar cores to be transported to the planet-forming disks
with little alteration.
6. Summary and conclusions
We present millimeter interferometric observations of water
(H182 O) toward five Class I protostellar objects (Elias 29, GSS30
IRS1, GSS30 IRS3, TMC1A, L1527). Our observations are
sensitive to the Keplerian disks as revealed by the analysis of the
dust continuum. In order to constrain the average water abun-
dance, the H182 O 31,3–22,0 at 203 GHz and 41,4–32,1 at 390 GHz
lines are targeted to avoid the contamination by the outflow that
is pervasive toward these embedded objects. The summary of the
results are listed below.
– Dust continuum emission on small scales is detected toward
Elias 29, GSS30 IRS1, and GSS30 IRS3 at 750 µm with
ALMA. NOEMA also detects the dust continuum emission
toward TMC1A and L1527 at 203 GHz. Analysis of the con-
tinuum visibilities shows that our data are sensitive to the
Keplerian disks around Elias 29, TMC1A and L1527. How-
ever, the nature of the compact disks around GSS30 IRS1
and GSS30 IRS3 is not constrained by our data.
– Neither NOEMA nor ALMA detects any water lines toward
the targeted Class I disks. We report upper limits to the inte-
grated water line intensities at scales of 100 au. The upper
limits are extracted for the full extent of the Keplerian disk
and inside of the water iceline (Tdust > 100 K) only. In the
optically thin limit, the upper limits to the water vapor col-
umn densities are <1018 cm−2 on scales of disks. These
values are considerably lower than detected water column
densities for Class 0 envelopes averaged over a projected
25 au radius. Thus, envelopes around Class I disks are drier
based on the average water column density.
– Our upper limits to the water column density provide a strin-
gent disk-averaged warm water abundance of 10−7–10−6 with
respect to H2 in Class I disks. By estimating the Td > 100 K
mass with power-law disk models, the inferred water abun-
dance is a factor of 10 higher with upper limits of 10−5
average over the inner warm disk. Our analysis suggests
that the upper limits are still consistent with high water
abundances in the inner warm disks around Class I objects
(<10 au). Deep spatially resolved water observations toward
these Class I disks are needed to confirm the presence of
water vapor.
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– We have discussed the possible reasons for the nondetections
of water emission in Class I disks. The most plausible and
interesting scenario is that large millimeter and centimeter-
sized dust grains are present in Class I disks. The presence
of these dust grains suppresses the water emission from the
inner 10 au. It also leads to optically thick water emission
that is beam diluted by ourobservations such that the peak
intensities of the water lines are below the current noise
level. Based on the absence of any water vapor emission on
scales larger than 10 au, we propose a scenario where water
is delivered to the planet-forming disks by ice-covered large
dust grains during disk formation.
Deep and high-spatial observations of water in both Bands 5
and 8 with ALMA toward Class 0 and I protostars are needed
to place stronger constraints on the water evolution. In addition,
both solid and vapor phases of water can be probed by future
JWST observations that complement ground-based interferomet-
ric observations. Since the solid water feature is primarily seen
for micron-size ice covered grains, millimeter ALMA observa-
tions are required to complete the picture of the early locking
of volatiles in the early stages of planet formation during the
formation of a disk.
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Appendix A: ALMA data: noise extractions and
other spectral windows
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Fig. A.1. Top: masked continuum images where the black regions show the pixels that are used to calculate the noise level. Bottom: images after
the masking showing that the source is not included with the noise level indicated in mJy per beam.
The noise levels of the images are extracted using square boxes
as shown in Fig. A.1. A smaller extraction region is used for
the GSS30 sources in order to obtain the appropriate higher
noise levels at the edge of the primary beam. The continuum
visibilities of the GSS30 regions are shown in Fig. A.2 whose
amplitudes are much lower than the continuum images due to
the incorrect phase centers. The low amplitudes are driven by the
nonzero phases. Figure A.3 shows the spectra of other spectral
windows with the identified transitions indicated. These spectra
are taken by averaging over the dust continuum. These strong
lines are due to SiO and SO2. The NOEMA spectra taken with
the WideX and two low-spectral resolution windows are shown
in Fig. A.4. For each target, there are four spectral windows: two
widex windows and two continuum windows. For each spectral
window, the spectrum average over the dust continuum emission
and at the peak position are shown.
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Fig. A.2. Circularly averaged binned amplitudes and phase as functions
of projected baselines in kλ similar to Fig. 2. The visibilities for GSS30
are shown here in the Appendix due to the incorrect phase centers.
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Fig. A.3. Spectra of the other spectral windows within our Band 8 ALMA data. Each spectrum is extracted by averaging over the pixels inside the
dust continuum emission >10σ except for GSS30 IRS1 (3σ). The blue vertical dashed lines show some of the identified lines and the location of
the H182 O 41,4–32,1 390 GHz as indicated. The identied molecules associated with the strong lines are indicated in the top right of each panel: top to
bottom corresponds to left to right of the blue lines.
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Fig. A.4. Spectra of the other spectral windows taken with the NOEMA observations at a lower spectral resolution. Some of the emissions are
spurious signals due to clean artefacts. For each window, the spectrum is averaged over the dust continuum emission is shown in blue while the
spectrum taken at the peak dust continuum position is shown in grey.
Appendix B: Spherical envelope models
A spherically symmetric power-law envelope (n ∝ r−p) is con-
sidered with the dust temperature structure obtained through
DUSTY (Ivezic & Elitzur 1997). With a grid of models,
Kristensen et al. (2012) fitted both the photometry at long
wavelengths (λ> 100 µm) and the SCUBA images of four of
our targets. By fitting the long wavelengths, the models place
a constraint on the large-scale envelope structure (rout = yrin).
For completeness, the spherical envelope model parameters are
tabulated in Table B.1. GSS30 IRS3 was not fitted in Kristensen
et al. (2012) however this does not affect our results since we
only considered the baselines >200 kλ to infer the disk struc-
ture. Figure B.1 shows the spectrum energy distribution of our
Class I targets and the best-fit DUSTY models. The SCUBA
450 and 850 micron maps (Di Francesco et al. 2008) that were
Table B.1. DUSTY envelope parameters taken from Kristensen et al.
(2012).
Source p y ( routrin ) τ100 rin Menv
(au) (M)
Elias 29 1.6 1000 0.1 15.5 0.04
GSS30 IRS1 1.6 1000 0.2 16.2 0.1
TMC1A 1.6 900 0.4 7.7 0.2
L1527 0.9 1200 0.3 5.4 0.9
Notes. τ100 is the optical depth at 100 µm that is used to attenuate the
stellar spectrum.
used to constrain the extent of the protostellar envelopes are also
presented.
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Fig. B.1. Observed spectral energy distribution (SED, left), SCUBA 450 µm image (middle) and SCUBA 850 µm image (right) for our Class
I targets. The best-fit DUSTY model of Kristensen et al. (2012) produces the SED shown with the blue line. The color scale of the 450 and
850 micron maps extends from 10−2 × peak intensity to peak intensity in 24 steps.
Appendix C: Modeling of the disk structure
The spherically symmetric envelope model used previously
constrained envelope parameters from Kristensen et al. (2012,
Appendix B) to create a dust continuum image with the radia-
tive transfer code RATRAN (Hogerheijde & Sandell 2000). The
resulting image of the envelope is then mock-observed using the
same setup as the observations (integration time, frequency, con-
figuration, etc.) using either uvfmodel in GILDAS (for NOEMA
observations) or fakeobs2 in CASA (for ALMA observations).
The routines generate simulated continuum visibilities of the
large-scale envelope that are subtracted from the continuum
observations.
The remaining dust emission is assumed to be from a com-
pact disk or a disk-like structure. The temperature of the disk
is vertically isothermal and is described by a power-law profile
T ∝ R−q with a temperature of 1500 K at 0.1 au. Three different
temperature power-law indices q are used: 0.35, 0.4, and 0.5. The
resulting parameters are tabulated in Table C.1. The disk surface
density follows a power-law distribution with radius following
2 https://www.oso.nordic-alma.se/software-tools.php
the formulas below
Σdisk(r) =
Σ0
∆g/d
(
r
r0
)−p
r< rc, (C.1)
Σtaper(r) =
Σc
∆g/d
exp
− ( rrc
)2−p r ≥ rc, (C.2)
where Σ0 is the reference gas density at r0, and a fixed gas-to-dust
ratio ∆g/d = 100. Beyond the disk (i.e. r > rc, where Σc = Σdisk)
an exponential taper is applied for a smooth connection to the
larger scales. To fit the parametrized disk, its orientation (inclina-
tion and position angle) has to be taken into account. To simplify
and speed up the fitting we de-project the visibilities before fit-
ting. The orientation is taken from the current best estimates,
either from direct line observations of the rotating disk (Harsono
et al. 2014) or assumed to be perpendicular to the outflow axis
(Yıldız et al. 2013). Specific details of the disk model is given
in Harsono et al. (2014) and Persson et al. (2016). The best-fit of
parameters are determined by performing a greedy least square
fit to the observed visibilities.
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Table C.1. Best-fit parameters obtained from fitting a power-law disk to the continuum visibilities after subtracting the envelope’s contribution.
NOEMA: 203 GHz ALMA Band 8: 390 GHz
Parameter TMC1A L1527 Elias29 (a) GSS30IRS1 (b) GSS30IRS3 (c)
q= 0.35
p 1.2± 0.2 0.6± 0.2 0.8± 0.2 1± 1 0.7± 0.2
Σ50 au 1.0± 0.3 2.7± 0.4 0.3± 0.2 0.1± 0.4 1± 0.3 g/cm−2
Mdisk 7± 3 23± 5 2.3± 1.6 0.7± 3 10± 3 10−3 ×M
M>100 K 2 3 0.4 0.2 2 10−3 ×M
q= 0.40
p 1.2± 0.2 0.6± 0.2 0.8± 0.2 1± 1 0.7± 0.2
Σ50 au 1.5± 0.4 3.9± 0.6 0.3± 0.2 0.2± 0.05 2± 0.5 g cm−2
Mdisk 10± 4 34± 7 2.3± 1.6 1± 4 14± 4 10−3 ×M
M>100 K 5 12 1 0.7 2 10−3 ×M
q= 0.5
p 1.3± 0.2 0.5± 0.2 0.9± 0.3 1± 1 0.6± 0.2
Σ50 au 3.1± 0.8 11± 2 0.3± 0.2 0.3± 0.1 3± 1 g cm−2
Mdisk 20± 9 100± 20 2.2± 1.6 2± 7 30± 7 10−3 ×M
M>100 K 7 12 0.5 0.5 4 10−3 ×M
Notes. The tabulated mass refers to the total mass of the disk using a gas-to-dust ratio of 100. (a)Only u − v distances between 200 and 730 kλ were
fitted. (b)Only u− v distances between 200 and 800 kλ were fitted. Source located at edge of the primary beam. (c)Only u− v distances >200 kλ were
fitted.
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